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DIEBOLD ELECTRONIC SECURITY LAUNCHES MOBILE FUNCTIONALITY TO
SECURESTAT® PLATFORM
Enhancements to be unveiled at the 2015 ASIS International Seminar and Exhibit
NORTH CANTON, Ohio, Sept. 28, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- To enable anytime, anywhere access
to advanced video monitoring and services, Diebold, Incorporated (NYSE: DBD) is launching its
latest mobile and snapshot functionality to its software-as-a-service platform, SecureStat®.
These enhancements enable SecureStat users to quickly gain access to data, functionality and
results—in order to improve security management and business operations—wherever they
may be.
The latest enhancements are built off a mobile mindset to provide seamless responsive mobility
and complete portal functionality to customers that are on the go. Users can access their
account on any smartphone or tablet, regardless of the operating system.
"Diebold's philosophy to quickly pioneer solutions that exceed customer expectations via
SecureStat's nimble open application programming interface (API) have enabled swift
implementation and adoption of new features, functionality and enhancements," said Jeremy
Brecher, Diebold electronic security, vice president, technology. "This makes the SecureStat
platform more fluid and highly adaptable to the current and future security needs of our
customers."
In addition, SecureStat has a newly upgraded and time saving dashboard feature, snapshot,
which enables users to immediately view the status of the monitoring, service and installation of
equipment at their facilities. With one-click access, snapshot provides customers the ability to
quickly survey important data, drill-down for more information and take action when needed.
Since SecureStat's introduction in 2013, it has received very positive feedback from business
customers in a number of different markets and has helped drive Diebold's electronic security
business unit's total recurring monthly revenue (RMR) to approximately $7 million in North
America. Customers are using it to improve security management and business operations,
supporting the multitude of services they receive from Diebold.
"Diebold's SecureStat platform is an invaluable resource," says David Fitzpatrick, supply chain
manager, AIDS Healthcare Foundation. "From the ease-of-use, real-time data, passcode
management, incident reporting, and remote video viewing - this service allows my team to get
the information they need quickly and respond accordingly."
The responsive mobility and snapshot functionalities are available now to SecureStat users.
Diebold electronic security will showcase these enhancements, in addition to its recently

announced Site Sentry® cloud video services, at booth #1901 on Sept. 28 – Oct. 1 at the 2015
ASIS International Seminar and Exhibit in Anaheim, Calif.
About Diebold
Diebold (NYSE: DBD) provides the technology, software and services that connect people
around the world with their money - bridging the physical and digital worlds of cash
conveniently, securely and efficiently. Since its founding in 1859, Diebold has evolved to
become a leading provider of exceptional self-service innovation, security and services to
financial, commercial, retail and other markets.
Diebold has approximately 16,000 employees worldwide and is headquartered near Canton,
Ohio, USA. Visit Diebold at www.diebold.com or on Twitter: http://twitter.com/DieboldInc.

